In this paper we analyze properties of a dual pair (G, G * ) of spaces of smooth and generalized random variables on a Lévy white noise space. We show that G ⊂ L 2 (µ) which shares properties with a Fréchet algebra contains a larger class of solutions of Itô equations driven by pure jump Lévy processes. Further a characterization of (G, G
Introduction
Gel'fand triples or dual pairs of spaces of random variables have proved to be very useful in the study of various problems of stochastic analysis. Important applications pertain e.g. to the analysis of the regularity of the solutions of the Zakai equation in non-linear filtering theory, positive distributions in potential theory, the construction of local time of Lévy processes or the Clark-Ocone formula for the hedging of contingent claims in mathematical finance. See e.g. [IkW] , [HKPS] , [U] , [DØP] and the references therein.
The most prominent examples of dual pairs in stochastic and infinite dimensional analysis are ((S), (S) * ) of Hida and (D ∞ , D −∞ ) of Meyer and Watanabe. See [HKPS] , [W] and [IkW] . The Hida test function and distribution space ((S), (S) * ) has been e.g. successfully applied to quantum field theory, the theory of stochastic partial differential equations or the construction of Feynman integrals ( [HKPS] , [HØUZ] ). One of the most interesting properties of the distribution space (S) * is that it accommodates the singular white noise which can be viewed as the time-derivative of the Brownian motion. The latter provides a favorable setting for the study of stochastic differential equations (see [Pro] ). See also [LP] , where the authors derived an explicit representation for strong solutions of Itô equations. From an analytic point of view the pair ((S), (S) * ) also exhibits the nice feature that it can be characterized by the powerful tool of S−transform [HKPS] . It is also worth mentioning that test functions in (S) admit continuous versions on the white noise probability space. However the Brownian motion is not contained in (S) since elements in (S) have chaos expansions with kernels in the Schwartz test function space. Therefore (S) does not seem to be suitable for the study of SDE's. It turns out that the test function space D ∞ is more appropriate for the investigation of solutions of SDE's than (S), since it carries a larger
Framework
In this section, we concisely recall some concepts of white noise analysis of pure jump Lévy processes which was developed in [LP] and [LØP] . This theory presents a framework which is suitable for all pure jump Lévy processes. For general information about white noise theory, see [HKPS] , [K] , [KU] and [O] . We conclude this section with a discussion of the dual pairs (D ∞ , D −∞ ), (G, G * ) and ((S), (S) * ).
White noise analysis of Lévy processes.
A Lévy process L(t) is defined as a stochastic process on R + which starts in zero and has stationary and independent increments. It is a canonical example of a semimartingale, which is uniquely determined by the characteristic triplet
where a, σ are constants and ν is the Lévy measure on R 0 = R \ {0}. We denote by π the product measure π(dt, dz) := dtν(dz). For more information about such processes, see e.g. [A] , [Be] , [Sa] , [JS] and [P] . In this paper, we are only dealing with the case of pure jump Lévy processes without drift, i.e. (2.1) with a = σ = 0. We want to work with a white noise measure, which is constructed on the nuclear algebra S (X) as introduced in [LP] . Here X := R × R 0 . For that purpose, recall that S(R) is the Schwartz space of test functions on R and the space S (R) is its dual space, which is the space of tempered distributions. The space S(X) which is a variation of the Schwartz space on the space X is then defined as the quotient algebra
where S(X) is a closed subspace of S(R 2 ), given by
The space S(X) is a nuclear algebra with a compatible system of norms given by
where · p , p ≥ 0 are the norms of S(R 2 ). Moreover the Cauchy-Bunjakowski inequality holds, that is for all p ∈ N there exists an M p such that for allφ,ψ ∈S(X) we have
We indicate S (X) as its dual. For further information, see [LP] .
Next, we define the (pure jump) Lévy white noise probability measure µ on the Borel sets of Ω = S (X), by means of Bochner-Minlos-Sazonov theorem (2.6)
for all φ ∈ S(X), where ω, φ := ω(φ) denotes the action of ω ∈ S (X) on φ ∈ S(X). For ω ∈ S (X) and φ ∈ S(X), define the exponential functional
as a function of φ ∈ S q 0 (X) for functions φ ∈ S q 0 (X) satisfying φ(x) > −1, for all x ∈ X. See [LP] . Denote by S(X)⊗ n the n-th completed symmetric tensor product of S(X) with itself. Sinceẽ(φ, ω) is holomorphic in φ around zero for φ(x) > −1, it can be expanded into a power series. Furthermore, there exist generalized Charlier polynomials
for φ in a certain neighborhood of zero. One shows that
is a total set of L 2 (µ). Further, one observes that for all n, m, φ
holds, where
is the Kronecker symbol. Using (2.9) and a density argument we can extend C n (ω), φ
The functionals C n (ω), φ (n) can be regarded as an n-fold iterated stochastic integral of functions φ (n) ∈ L 2 (X n , π n ) with respect to the compensated Poisson random measure
where N (Λ 1 , Λ 2 ) := ω, 1 Λ 1 ×Λ 2 for Λ 1 ∈ R and Λ 2 ∈ R such that zero is not in the closure of Λ 2 , defined on our white noise probability space
In this setting, a square integrable pure jump Lévy process L(t) can be represented as
Denote byL 2 (X n , π n ) the space of square integrable functions φ (n) (t 1 , z 1 , . . . , t n , z n ) being symmetric in the n-pairs (t 1 , z 1 ), . . . , (t n , z n ). Then one infers from (2.7) to (2.9) the Lévy-Itô chaos representation property of square Lévy functionals: For all F ∈ L 2 (µ), there exists a unique sequence of
for ω a.e. Moreover, we have the Itô-isometry
and ((S), (S) * ). In our search for appropriate candidates of subspaces of L 2 (µ) in which strong solutions of SDE's live, we shall focus on the Meyer-Watanabe test function and distribution spaces (D ∞ , D −∞ ) and the dual pair (G, G * ) of smooth and generalized random variables on the Lévy white noise space. The Meyer-Watanabe test function D ∞ for pure jump Lévy process (see e.g. [Wu1] , [Wu2] and [DØP] ) is defined as a dense subspace of L 2 (µ) endowed with the topology given by the seminorms (2.11)
, where D t,z stands for the Malliavin derivative in the direction of the (square integrable) pure jump Lévy process L(t), t ≥ 0. D ·,· is defined as a mapping
given by (2.12) [Pri] or [DØP] for further information.
The Meyer-Watanabe distribution space D −∞ is defined as the (topological) dual of D ∞ . If one combines the transfer principle from the Wiener space (or Gaussian white noise space) to the Poisson space as devised in [Pri] with the results of [W] , one finds that solutions of non-degenerate jump SDE's exist in D ∞ . This is a striking feature which pays off dividends in the analysis of Lévy functionals. However it seems not that easy to set up a characterization-type theorem for (D ∞ , D −∞ ) in the sense of [PS] . Consequently, other Gel'fand triples have been studied to overcome this deficiency. In [PT] the authors study the pair (G, G * ) and provide sufficient conditions in terms of the S-transform to characterize (G, G * ). Using Bargmann-Segal spaces, a complete characterization of this pair (and for a scale of closely related pairs) is obtained by [GKS] in the Gaussian case.
We will show in Section 3 and 4 that (G, G * ) can be characterized by means of the S-transform on the Lévy noise space and that G contains a richer class of solutions of jump SDE's. These two properties make (G, G * ) an interesting alternative to (D ∞ , D −∞ ) to analyze functionals of Lévy processes.
The test function space G is a subspace of L 2 (µ) which is constructed by means of exponential weights of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck or number operator. Denoted by N , this operator acts on the elements of L 2 (µ) by multiplying the n-th homogeneous chaos with n ∈ N 0 . The space of smooth random variables G is defined as the collection of all (2.14)
for all q ≥ 0. The space G is endowed with the topology given by the family of norms · q , q ≥ 0. Its topological dual is the space of generalized random variables G * . Let us turn our attention to the S-transform which is a fundamental concept of white noise distribution theory and serves as a tool to characterize elements of the Hida test function space (S) and the Hida distribution space (S)
* . See [HKPS] or [LP] for a precise definition of the pair ((S), (S) * ). The S-transform of Φ ∈ (S) * , denoted by S(Φ), is defined as the dual pairing
p,π and S C (X) is the complexification of S(X). The S-transform is a monomorphism, that is, if
N (t, z) the white noise of the compensated Poisson random measureÑ (dt, dz) in (S) * and φ ∈S C (X). We refer the reader to [HKPS] or [LP] for more information on the Hida test function space (S) and Hida distribution space (S) * . Finally, we give the important definition of the Wick or Wick-Grassmann product, which can be considered a tensor algebra multiplication on the Fock space. The Wick product of two distributions Φ, Ψ ∈ (S) * , denoted by Φ Ψ, is the unique element in (S) * such that
for all φ ∈ S C (X). As an example one finds that
for φ (n) ∈ ( S(X))⊗ n and ψ (m) ∈ ( S(X))⊗ m . The latter and (2.7) imply that
provided the sum converges in (S) * , where X n = X . . . X. We mention that the following chain of continuous inclusions is valid:
3. Properties of the spaces G and G *
In the Gaussian case the space G has the nice feature to be stable in the sense of pointwise multiplication of random variables. More precisely, G is a Fréchet algebra. See [PT] and [LiM] . In the Lévy setting we can show the following:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that our Lévy measure ν satisfies the moment condition
In addition require that there exists a R > 0 such that the compact support of φ (n) and ϕ
In particular, let
OKUR, PROSKE, AND SALLEH
By the product formula in [LS] , we get as follows:
where φ⊗
. Because of Lemma 3.4 in [LS] , we know that
Moreover, using the conditions (3.1) and (3.2), we get as follows:
for ν < λ. From now, without loss of generality we assume that π(K R ) > e and R ≥ 1. It is clear that
ln(π(K R )) ,
Therefore,
λ Hσ n σ m , where H is a constant and σ = 4Re −ν+λ/2+ln(π(K R ))/4 ( 2 + √ 2). Then,
Remark 3.2. Note that, in the conditions (3.1) and (3.2), √ n! can be replaced by
and denote by D −∞,2 its topological dual. Then it is apparent from the definition of G that
If L(t) is a Poisson process, then a transfer principle to Poisson spaces based on exponential distributions (see [Pri] ) gives
Finally, we want to discuss the characterization of the spaces G and G * in terms of the S-transform. For this purpose assume a densely defined operator A on L 2 (X, π) such that
where 1 < λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ ... and {ξ j } j≥1 ⊂ S(X) is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (X, π). Further we require that there exists a α > 0 such that A −α/2 is Hilbert-Schmidt. Then let us denote by S the standard countably Hilbert space constructed from A (see [O] ). An application of the Bochner-Minlos theorem leads to a Gaussian measure µ G on S (dual of S) such that
for all ξ ∈ S. It is well-known that each element f in L 2 (µ G ) has the chaos representation
, where H n (ω) ∈ (S ⊗n ) are generalized Hermite polynomials. Comparing (2.14) with (3.5) we observe that the mapping
given by
is a unitary isomorphism between the spaces L 2 (µ) and L 2 (µ G ). In the following let us denote by S G the S−transform on the Gaussian Hida distribution space (S) * µ G which is defined as
See [HKPS] . Our characterization of (G, G * ) requires the concept of Bargmann-Segal space (see [Se] , [GKS] and the references therein): 
where z = x + iy. Further denote by P the collection of all projections P of the form
The Bargmann-Segal space E 2 (ν) is the space consisting of all entire functions f :
So we obtain from Theorem 7.1 and 7.3 in [GKS] the following result:
Theorem 3.4. (i) The smooth random variable ϕ belongs to G if and only if
for all λ > 0.
(ii) The generalized random variable Φ is an element of G * if and only if there is a λ > 0 such that
Remark 3.5. The connection between S G • U and S in (2.16) is given by the following relation: Since
as well as
We conclude this section with a sufficient condition for a Hida distribution to be an element of G: Theorem 3.6. Let Q be a positive quadratic form on L 2 (X, π) with finite trace. Further let Φ be in (S) * . Assume that for every > 0 there exists a K( ) > 0 such that
holds for all φ ∈ S and z ∈ C for some constant K > 0. Then Φ ∈ G.
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [PT] .
Example 3.7. Let γ ∈ L 2 (X, π) with γ > −1 and > 0. Then
is the solution of
So we get
where K( ) = e 1/(4 ) and
Thus Y (t) ∈ G.
Solutions of SDE's in G
In this section, we deal with strong solutions of pure jump Lévy stochastic differential equations of the type (4.1)
for X(0) = x ∈ R, where γ : [0, T ] × R × R 0 → R is bounded and satisfies the linear growth and Lipschitz condition, i.e.,
for x, y ∈ R, 0 ≤ t ≤ T and some constants C, K and M . Note that since γ satisfies the conditions (4.3) and (4.4), there exists a unique solution X = {X(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} with the initial condition X(0) = x. Moreover, the process is adapted and cádlág [A] . If ν(R 0 ) < ∞ (i.e. X(t), t ≥ 0 is compound Poissonian), we will prove that X(t) ∈ G, t ≥ 0. To this end we need some auxiliary results:
Proof. sup n | X n | k,2 < ∞ is equivalent to saying that
By weak compactness, there exists a subsequence
Then for any Y in the domain of (1 + N ) k 2 , it follows from the self-adjointness of N that
For the proof in Brownian motion case, see e.g. [N] .
For notational convenience, we shall identify from now on Malliavin derivatives of the same order, that is we set
We need the following results to prove this lemma: Proposition 4.3. Let X ∈ D 1,2 and f be a real continuous function on R. Then f (X) ∈ D 1,2 and
Proof. See e.g. [DØP] .
Lemma 4.4. Let X(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T be defined as in the equation (4.1). Then, the N -th Malliavin derivative of X(t) can be written as
for N ≥ 1 and D 0 r,z X(t) := X(t). Proof. We will prove the equality (4.6) by using induction. For N = 1,
Let us assume that it holds for N ≥ 1. Then,
Note that,
and,
Hence,
Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 4.2.
Proof. Let us consider the Picard approximations X n (t) to X(t) given by
for n ≥ 0 and X 0 (t) = x. We want to show by induction on n that X n (t) belongs to D N,2 and
for all n ≥ 0, N ≥ 1 and t ∈ [0, T ] where
Note that
. See (4.4) for a proof. Then, by Doob's maximal inequality, Fubini's theorem, Itô isometry, (4.3) and (4.4), we get (4.9) as n goes to infinity by the Picard approximation. Hence, by Lemma 4.1 we conclude that X(t) ∈ D ∞,2 .
Theorem 4.5. Let X(t) be the strong solution of the SDE, for all q ∈ R and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Proof. Using the isometry U : L 2 (µ) −→ L 2 (µ G ) in (3.6) and Meyer's inequality (see e.g. [Pis] ), we obtain that
where C n ≥ 0 is a constant depending on n. The proof of Meyer's inequality in [Pis] or Theorem 1.5.1 in [N] shows that C n is given by
for a universal constant M . We see that C n ≤ M n−1 e n−1 2 , n ≥ 1.
Thus we get
On the other hand, it follows from (4.6) and (4.2) that
for a constant L ≥ 0. Hence we get
Remark 4.6. We shall mention that the proof of Theorem 4.5 also carries over to backward stochastic differential equations (BSDE's) of the type (4.11)
provided e.g. that the driver f is bounded and fulfills a linear growth and Lipschitz condition and ν(R 0 ) < ∞.
